SUMMER 2021

Stone
Water
In circle of nature, water search a way from depth
of earth into surface. It comes out, it flows in creeks
through rivers until it reachs oceans and comes
back from clouds again. On the way up, water
shapes rocks and stones and these conversely help
to filter and cleanse it, so it comes pure out
again to bring life.
This summer Moela brings a new collection inspired
by mineral water arised in sandstone. Following
shaping processes in natural Sustainable
coexistence.
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AMBER, pink jumpsuit made in 100% cotton with gathered detail on waist and shoulders.
Puff sleeves are finished with elastic yarn. Side seam pockeds. Zip on front with decor.

CHALK, top made in 100% hemp fabric, biodegradable. Shoulder gathering on
front and back. Rocks imitation square buttons, waist tie. Fitted raglan sleeves.
ISA, wide trousers with elastic yarn in waist made in hemp fabric. Highly absorbent
hemp fabric feels fresh and and cool also in high summer.
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AQUA, dress with blue batik, made in 100% batik cotton is unlined. Wide fit dress
with 3/4 full sleeves and tie at the cuff. This dress feels easy and relaxed to wear.

ESTA, elegant midi dress made in crispy cotton with raglan sleeve and stitched details on
waist, supportins feminine silhouette. Side seam pockets and back zip. Dress is unlined.

SELENA, oversized shirt. Moela designed print is created from salt rocks halite textures
and colors. ORE, bikini are made in nylon blend forest green swim fabric with an
adjustable ties on top to customise tie fit. High waisted button.
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LAVA, fitted midi skirt with side seam zip. Texture of fabric. MICA, shirt fits slighty
oversized with long puff sleeve. Neckline & sleeve with button details.

ROCA, middi dress with shirt details and front buttons opening made in 100% poplin.
Wide sleeves with sleeves cuffs. Skirt part is pleated and has a side pocket with splits on
both sides. Back is open from waist.
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